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Cell‑based treatment for perinatal 
hypoxic‑ischemic encephalopathy
You Jeong Park, Cesario V. Borlongan, Mari Dezawa1

Abstract:
Hypoxic‑ischemic encephalopathy (HIE) is a major cause of acute neonatal brain injury and can lead 
to disabling long‑term neurological complications. Treatment for HIE is limited to supportive care and 
hypothermia within 6 h injury which is reserved for full‑term infants. Preclinical studies suggest the 
potential for cell‑based therapies as effective treatments for HIE. Some clinical trials using umbilical 
cord blood cells, placenta‑derived stem cells, mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs), and others have 
yielded promising results though more studies are needed to optimize protocols and multi‑center 
trials are needed to prove safety and efficacy. To date, the therapeutic effects of most cell‑based 
therapies are hypothesized to stem from the bystander effect of donor cells. Transplantation of stem 
cells attenuate the aberrant inflammation cascade following HIE and provide a more ideal environment 
for endogenous neurogenesis and repair. Recently, a subset of MSCs, the multilineage‑differentiating 
stress‑enduring (Muse) cells have shown to treat HIE and other models of neurologic diseases by 
replacing dead or ischemic cells and have reached clinical trials. In this review, we examine the 
different cell sources used in clinical trials and evaluate the underlying mechanism behind their 
therapeutic effects. Three databases–PubMed, Web of Science, and ClinicalTrials.gov–were used 
to review preclinical and clinical experimental treatments for HIE.
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Introduction: Hypoxic‑Ischemic 
Encephalopathy

Hypoxic‑ischemic encephalopathy (HIE) 
is a subtype of neonatal encephalopathy 

caused by a perinatal asphyxial event and 
a major cause of acute neonatal brain 
injury with an incidence estimated at 1.5 
per 1,000 live births.[1] Approximately 
15%–25% of newborns affected by HIE die 
and 25% develop long‑term neurological 
complications including behavioral, 
cognitive, and social deficits, cerebral palsy, 
and epilepsy.[2,3] Causes include uterine 
rupture, abruptio placenta, cord prolapse, 
placenta previa, maternal hypotension, 
shoulder dystonia, or breech presentation.[4] 
Symptoms of HIE include seizures, abnormal 

fetal heart rate, abnormal umbilical cord 
gases, need for immediate respiratory 
support, or low Apgar scores.[5]

Hypoxic‑Ischemic 
Encephalopathy‑Induced Brain 

Injury

The mechanism of brain injury following 
HIE involves an inflammatory response 
similar to adult ischemic stroke. However, 
HIE displays a unique immune cascade that 
stems from an immature neonatal immune 
and central nervous system.[6] HIE‑induced 
brain injury occurs in two phases [Figure 1]. 
Primary phase of neuronal death is caused 
directly by the hypoxic‑ischemic event and 
resulting metabolic failure. Exhaustion 
of adenosine triphosphate leads to the 
disruption of ion gradients and release 
of excitotoxic metabolites like glutamate. 
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This is followed by a transient recovery of oxidative 
metabolism after reperfusion in the latent phase which 
typically lasts 6–15 h.[7] The latent period can be shorter 
depending on the severity of the primary injury and is 
considered to be the optimal window for therapeutic 
interventions. Cell death and injury triggers the 
inflammatory cascade which involves resident immune 
cells such as microglia and cerebral infiltration of 
peripheral immune cells, initiating the secondary phase 
of neuronal death through inflammatory cytokines and 
free radical production.[8] Chronic neuroinflammation 
in response to HIE may last for years in severe cases.[6]

Management and Treatment of 
Hypoxic‑Ischemic Encephalopathy

The management of HIE in the acute setting aims to reduce 
primary brain injury and involves prompt resuscitation 
and supportive care including the prevention of 
hyperthermia, hypoglycemia, and seizures.[9] Although 
there is no cure for HIE, one treatment option available 

is hypothermia within 6 h of asphyxia event. Systemic or 
isolated head hypothermia (33°C–34°C) has been shown 
to reduce 12–22‑month neurodevelopmental disability 
in randomized controlled clinical trials for full term 
infants.[10‑12] The benefits are hypothesized to stem from 
the effect of hypothermia on multiple pathways involved 
in brain injury including excitatory amino acids, cerebral 
blood flow and metabolism, production of nitric oxides, 
and apoptosis.[12,13]

Despite hypothermia being implemented as the standard 
of care treatment for HIE, its narrow therapeutic 
window, lack of universal access, and limited effect in 
severe cases make the development of novel treatment 
for perinatal HIE an urgent clinical need.

Cell‑Based Therapy

Here, we review the different cell sources used in 
experimental treatments for HIE as well as discuss the 
hypothesized mechanisms underlying their therapeutic 

Figure 1: Inflammatory cascade following hypoxia‑ischemia. Compromised cerebral blood flow leads to primary and secondary cellular death. The current treatment is limited 
to hypothermia which has a narrow therapeutic window. Stem cell therapy may provide a treatment option with a longer therapeutic window that targets multiple steps in the 

disease process
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effects. Three databases–PubMed, Web of Science, and 
ClinicalTrials.gov–were used to find preclinical and 
clinical studies of cell‑based treatments of HIE and other 
similar neurologic diseases.

Preclinical Studies

Of the experimental treatments currently being 
explored, cell‑based therapy has gained much attention 
because of its relatively long therapeutic window and 
potential to target multiple facets of the disease such as 
promoting cell survival, anti‑inflammation, repair, and 
regeneration [Figure 1]. Cell therapy using various types 
of stem cells including neural stem cells,[14,15] umbilical 
cord blood cells [Table 1],[16,17] and mesenchymal stem 
cells (MSCs)[18] have shown promising preclinical results. 
However, the suggested mechanism underlying the 
therapeutic effects of these cells is limited to the secretion 
of neurotrophic and anti‑inflammatory cytokines which 
attenuate secondary cell death and promote recovery. 
Furthermore, transplanted cells have shown to only 
transiently engraft into host tissue.[19] Therefore, the 
search continues for a cell line that regenerates injured 
tissue and/or provides long‑term therapeutic effects.

One emerging source for cell  therapy is the 
multilineage‑differentiating stress‑enduring (Muse) 
cells. First described in 2010, Muse cells are a distinct 
subset of MSCs corresponding to several percent of total 
MSCs, and are found sporadically in vivo such as in the 
bone marrow, constituting ~ 0.03% of the mononucleated 
cell fraction, as well as in the peripheral blood and 
connective tissue of nearly every organ.[20,21] Muse cells 
are also found in extraembryonic tissue like the umbilical 
cord which make the distribution of this cell line 
distinct from other somatic stem cells.[21,22] Due to their 
nontumorigenicity, stress tolerance, and pluripotency, 
Muse cells have been explored for cell therapy in a broad 
range of diseases including acute myocardial infarcts, 
stroke, chronic kidney disease, and liver disease[23‑26] and 
have reached clinical trials for stroke, acute myocardial 
infarction, epidermolysis bullosa, and spinal cord injury 
(Japan Pharmaceutical Information Center‑Clinical 
Trials Information; JapicCTI‑183834, 184103, 184563, 
and 194841).[27]

Recently, Suzuki et al. demonstrated the therapeutic 
effects of human Muse cells in a rat HIE model.[28] 
Seven‑day‑old rats underwent ligation of the left carotid 
artery and exposed to 8% oxygen for 1 h. At 72 h 
postligation, the animals received human Muse cells 
or non‑Muse bone marrow MSCs through the right 
external jugular vein. Brain imaging analyses using 
1H‑magnentic resonance spectroscopy showed that 
animals transplanted with Muse cells had a reduction in 
the release of excitotoxic metabolites such as glutamate 
and lactate when compared to the vehicle group. 
Furthermore, animals transplanted with Muse cells 
saw a reduction in microglial activation suggesting a 
dampened inflammatory response in the acute phase 
of HIE.

Although improvements following cell‑based treatment 
for HIE models have been measured in previous 
studies, they failed to show long‑term engraftment and 
regeneration of dead or damaged brain tissue following 
transplantation of donor cells.[14,16,17] Interestingly, Muse 
cells, but not non‑Muse cell MSCs, showed long‑term 
engraftment and expression of neural marker‑positive 
cells (NeuN, MAP‑2, and GST pi) until 6 months’ 
posttransplantation without immunosuppression. 
Furthermore, these improvements were reflected in 
neurological function as assessed by locomotor activity 
and cognitive and motor functions in the animals. 
These results suggest the feasibility of intravenously 
administered donor‑derived allogenic Muse cells for the 
treatment of HIE via cell replacement.

A previous clinical trial using IV autologous bone 
marrow mononuclear cells in children suffering from 
severe traumatic brain injury also showed benefits of 
stem cell therapy.[29] The treatment was associated with 
lower treatment intensity required to manage intracranial 
pressure, severity of organ injury, and duration of 
neurointensive care following injury (treatment n = 10, 
age and severity‑matched controls = 19). Although 
the pathophysiology of severe traumatic brain injury 
and HIE are different, both disease processes involve 
secondary cell death due to inflammation which is the 
hypothesized therapeutic target based on preclinical 
studies.

Table 1: Current clinical trials assessing cell‑based treatments for hypoxic‑ischemic encephalopathy
Clinical trials government ID Cell source Sample size Phase Status on December 2020
NCT02455830 Autologous umbilical cord blood 18 NS Active, not recruiting
NCT04063215 Adipose‑derived mesenchymal stem cells 24 I, II Recruiting
NCT04261335 Muse cells 12 I Recruiting
NCT03352310 Autologous umbilical cord blood 40 I Recruiting
NCT02551003 Autologous umbilical cord blood 60 I, II Recruiting
NCT03635450 Umbilical cord tissue‑derived mesenchymal stem cells 6 I Active, not recruiting
NCT02434965 Autologous umbilical cord blood + human 

placenta‑derived stem cells
20 II Not yet recruiting

NS: Not significant
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In 2013, Wang et al. reported the results of a clinical 
trial using bone marrow‑derived MSCs in children 
with cerebral palsy, a common consequence of HIE.[30] 
In this study of 52 patients, the scores of gross motor 
function significantly increased at 1 month, 6 months, 
and 18 months after transplantation compared with 
baseline scores. As in the case the other cell sources 
mentioned, the hypothesized mechanism underlying the 
treatment’s benefits is the secretion of trophic factors and 
cytokines that attenuates inflammation and promotes 
neurogenesis.

While the search for stem cell‑based therapy for HIE is 
still at its nascent stage, significant strides have been 
made owing to the progress made in regenerative 
medicine for neurologic diseases as a whole. Two 
hypothesized modes of action involved in stem 
cell‑mediated functional recovery in HIE are the 
by‑stander effect and cell replacement. So far, there 
has not been a donor cell line that has been proven to 
regenerate dead or ischemic brain tissue in the setting 
of HIE. Based on preclinical data, Muse cells may fill 
this niche which would be a huge step in progress for 
the field of regenerative medicine. As in the case with 
preclinical studies using HIE models, IV administration 
in rodent lacunar stroke models have shown donor 
cell migration, differentiation, and engraftment to 
the peri‑infarct area as well as long‑term functional 
recovery.[31] Clinical trials using IV donor‑derived 
Muse cells (called CL2020 in the clinic) are ongoing 
for the treatment of myocardial infarction, stroke, 
and epidermolysis bullosa. Because human Muse 
cells express human leukocyte antigen (HLA)‑G, an 
inhibitory receptor relevant to immunomodulation in 
the placenta, allogenic Muse cells may survive in the 
host tissue long‑term without immunosuppression.[32] 
These small clinical trials advance the use of allogenic 
stem cells without HLA‑matching or long‑term 
immunosuppression – an option that may be more 
practical than an autologous approach since the latter 
requires more time and resources.

Conclusion

Cell‑based therapies sourced from autologous umbilical 
cord blood, placenta‑derived stem cells, and MSCs 
are leading to new protocols for the treatment of 
HIE. To date, the main mechanism of action of these 
experimental treatments is the secretion of neurotropic 
and anti‑inflammatory cytokines and molecules that 
promote neurogenesis and repair. Muse cells, a subset 
of MSCs, are endogenous reparative stem cells reported 
in preclinical studies of multiple diseases as capable of 
differentiating and engrafting into host tissue long‑term. 
Currently, clinical trials using IV administered Muse 
cells is ongoing for the treatment of HIE and stroke. 

Results from these studies may shed light on the 
feasibility of cell replacement using stem cells to treat 
neurologic diseases.
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